What the ladybird heard julia donaldson lydia monks (2023)

Princess Mirror-Belle and Snow White

2017-02-23

from julia donaldson the bestselling author of the gruffalo comes princess mirror belle and snow white the exciting adventures of a princess with a difference full of black and white illustrations by lydia monks princess mirror belle and snow white is perfect for fans of this bestselling picture book team and who are beginning to read on their own ellen gets a big shock when her double appears out of the bathroom mirror but mirror belle is a double with a difference she is a princess and a very mischievous one at that in this story mirror belle comes popping out of ellen s mirror to help out with the local pantomime taking the story off script in a hilarious way princess mirror belle and snow white is an engaging short story by julia donaldson and is illustrated by lydia monks it is part of a handful of selected short reads specially produced for world book day
from julia donaldson the bestselling author of the gruffalo comes princess mirror belle the exciting adventures of a mischievous princess full of black and white illustrations by lydia monks princess mirror belle is perfect for fans of this bestselling picture book team and who are beginning to read on their own this bind up of two fantastic books princess mirror belle and princess mirror belle and the party hoppers contains six delightful stories that children will come back to again and again ellen s life is turned upside down by the hilarious mirror belle a spirited princess who claims to be from somewhere mysterious and far away she appears out of mirrors to tell ellen magical stories and take her on exciting escapades from battling with dragon pox to helping out with the local pantomime celebrating birthdays having fun at the fair and starting at a new school there are always adventures to be had this book contains the following stories 1 princess mirror belle the dragon pox ellen s castle princess mirror belle and snow white 2 princess mirror belle and the party hoppers the party hoppers wobblesday the love potion crisps
from julia donaldson the bestselling author of the gruffalo comes christmas with princess mirror belle
the exciting adventures of a princess with a difference beautifully illustrated by lydia monks
christmas with princess mirror belle features two festive stories from julia donaldson as well as some
festive things to make and do this is the perfect book for fans of this bestselling picture book team
and who are beginning to read on their own ellen gets a big shock when her reflection climbs out of
a mirror but mirror belle is a double with a difference she is a princess and a very mischievous one
at that join mirror belle as she sweeps ellen into hilarious christmassy escapades from joining in with
the christmas ballet show to attending ellen s friend s fancy dress party and trying to catch father
christmas you can always guarantee that wherever mirror belle goes trouble will follow

Mouse's Big Day

2017-05-04

mouse s big day is a warm and funny story about friendship that s perfect for any child who is
starting school or nursery it s mouse s first day at school and she s feeling a little nervous in fact she
doesn t want to go at all luckily there s a class full of new friends waiting for her and lots of fun to be
had at twit twoo school can mouse find the confidence to join in with her classmates and learn just how brilliant school can be join mouse frog rabbit mole owl and their teacher miss hoot at their fun filled treetop school with a cast of adorable animal characters and bright bold distinctive illustrations from the award winning lydia monks illustrator of the bestselling what the ladybird heard series the twit twoo school series is sure to delight young children twit twoo school warm and witty stories perfect for every preschooler share more exciting school adventures in frog hops off and rabbit races ahead

The Singing Mermaid and The Rhyming Rabbit

2016

baby books this glittery boxset contains board book editions of the singing mermaid and the rhyming rabbit two bestselling stories by julia donaldson and lydia monks the creators of what the ladybird heard the singing mermaid and the rhyming rabbit board book gift slipcase brings these two modern classics together in one beautifully designed box the perfect picture book gift ages 0

Princess Mirror-Belle and the Dragon Pox
Imagine if your reflection came to life. That's exactly what happens to Ellen when the mischievous Princess Mirror Belle climbs out of the bathroom mirror in this magical story. Now in a classic board book format with a fresh cover design, imagine Ellen's surprise when Princess Mirror Belle climbs out of the bathroom mirror. She comes from a world where bubble fish swim in the bath, elves sleep in slippers, and brave knights fight fire-breathing dragons.

While Ellen has chicken pox, Mirror Belle has dragon pox but she knows just the cure. Princess Mirror Belle and the Dragon Pox is a magical story from the stellar picture book partnership of Julia Donaldson and Lydia Monks, creators of What the Ladybird Heard. A fun story about an unexpected friendship paired with bright and distinctive illustrations and gorgeously glittery cover. This story is perfect for reading together.

Wake Up Do, Lydia Lou!

Will anything wake Lydia Lou? A little ghost tries to give Lydia Lou a scare, but he can't even wake her up. So he fetches his noisy animal friends to help. Meow, moo, too, whit, too, whoo. Wake up do Lydia Lou will anything ever wake her up? A gentle and playful bedtime read from Julia Donaldson, the author of the...
gruffalo and prize winning illustrator karen george wake up do lydia lou is full of fun sounds which children will love to join in with time and time again

Frog Hops Off!

2018-06-14

frog hops off is a warm and funny adventure story celebrating self confidence and individuality perfect for preschool readers frog is always bouncy but today he is bouncier than usual he can t wait to go exploring underground with miss hoot and all his friends from twit twoo school but when frog gets over excited and hops off on his own he soon realizes he doesn t know the way back again join in the fun in this heart warming adventure story with a gentle message about listening carefully in class join frog rabbit mouse mole owl and their teacher miss hoot at their fun filled treetop school with a cast of adorable animal characters and bright bold distinctive illustrations from the award winning lydia monks illustrator of the bestselling what the ladybird heard series the twit twoo school series is sure to delight young children twit twoo school warm and witty stories perfect for every preschooler share more exciting school adventures in mouse s big day and rabbit races ahead
from julia donaldson the bestselling author of the gruffalo comes princess mirror belle and the magic shoes the exciting adventures of a mischievous princess full of black and white illustrations by lydia monks princess mirror belle and the magic shoes is perfect for fans of this bestselling picture book team who are beginning to read on their own princess mirror belle and the magic shoes contains five delightful stories that children will come back to again and again ellen s life is turned upside down by the hilarious mirror belle a spirited princess who claims to be from somewhere mysterious and far away she appears out of mirrors to tell ellen magical stories and take her on exciting escapades from going to ballet class to staying at ellen s grandparents house causing mischief with their furry friends having fun at halloween and taking the princess test you can always guarantee that wherever mirror belle goes trouble will follow this book contains the following stories the magic shoes the golden goose prince precious paws which witch the princess test

Princess Mirror-Belle and the Sea Monster's Cave

2015-12-31
from julia donaldson the bestselling author of the gruffalo comes princess mirror belle and the sea monster's cave the exciting adventures of a princess with a difference full of black and white illustrations by lydia monks princess mirror belle and the sea monster's cave is perfect for fans of this bestselling picture book team who are beginning to read on their own ellen gets a big shock when her double appears out of the bathroom mirror but mirror belle is a double with a difference she is a princess and a very mischievous one at that join magically mischievous mirror belle as she comes popping out of ellen's mirror to sweep her into a variety of hilarious escapades from mirror belle muscling in on ellen's seaside holiday to the return of prince precious paws you can always guarantee that wherever mirror belle goes trouble will follow

**Princess Mirror-Belle and the Party Hoppers**

2015-06-04

from julia donaldson the bestselling author of the gruffalo comes princess mirror belle and the party hoppers the exciting adventures of a princess with a difference full of black and white illustrations by lydia monks princess mirror belle and the party hoppers is perfect for fans of this bestselling picture book team who are beginning to read on their own ellen gets a big shock when her double appears out of the bathroom mirror but mirror belle is a double with a difference she is a princess and a very mischievous one at that join magically mischievous mirror belle as she comes popping out of ellen's
mirror to sweep her into a variety of hilarious escapades from celebrating birthdays to having fun at the fair and starting at a new school there are always adventures to be had you can guarantee that wherever mirror belle goes trouble will follow

**Princess Mirror-Belle and the Flying Horse**

2017-08-10

from julia donaldson the bestselling author of the gruffalo comes princess mirror belle and the flying horse the exciting adventures of a mischievous princess full of black and white illustrations by lydia monks princess mirror belle is perfect for fans of this bestselling picture book team who are beginning to read on their own this bind up of two fantastic books princess mirror belle and the flying horse and princess mirror belle and the sea monster s cave contains four delightful stories that children will come back to again and again ellen s life is turned upside down by the hilarious mirror belle a spirited princess who claims to be from somewhere mysterious and far away she appears out of mirrors to tell ellen magical stories and take her on exciting escapades from exploring a hospital after ellen falls off her bike to chasing after mirror belle s magic ball going to the seaside and joining the unusual pets club you can always guarantee that wherever mirror belle goes trouble will follow this book contains the following stories 1 princess mirror belle and the flying horse the flying horse the magic ball 2 princess mirror belle and the sea monster s cave the sea monster s
The Princess Mirror-Belle Collection

2012

A bumper edition of all the delightfully funny princess mirror belle stories from the bestselling author of the gruffalo all the magic of julia donaldson for newly independent readersellen gets a big shock when her double appears out of the bathroom mirror only mirror belle is a double with a difference she is a princess and a very mischievous one at that whether she s wreaking havoc in a department store riding the ghost train at the fair or seeing off bullies in the playground princess mirror belle is a princess with a purpose to cause as much trouble as possible the princess mirror belle collection contains the stories princess mirror belle princess mirror belle and the flying horse and princess mirror belle and the magic shoes by the best selling team behind what the ladybird heard julia donaldson and lydia monks

The Girl, the Bear and the Magic Shoes
when josephine leaves the shoe shop after buying some lovely new running shoes she hears an unusual sound click click click click what's that following her quick, it's a bear. Luckily for josephine, her new shoes are anything but ordinary; these are magic shoes but can they help her escape the bear with a mountain, a bog, and even a lake in her way? The girl, the bear, and the magic shoes is an exciting adventure from the stellar picture book partnership of Julia Donaldson and Lydia Monks, creators of What the Ladybird Heard. Full of imagination and with a delightfully unexpected ending, this gorgeously glittery book is one to enjoy over and over again.

**Mungo Monkey to the Rescue**

mungo monkey is spending the day with his daddy in his fourth lift the flap adventure by Julia Donaldson's award-winning illustrator Lydia Monks, whose previous titles include What the Ladybird Heard and The Princess and the Wizard. Mungo can't wait to join his daddy at work and ride in the fire engine. Where will he go and who will need rescuing? Join in the action by lifting the flaps and finding out what happens next.
Babbit

2011

meet babbit a garrulous toy bunny who has a startling adventure n that he can t stop rabbiting on about picnics piggy in the middle and evading capture by monsters are all in a day s work for this talkative carrot lover but how will his flipperty floppity day end a stunning new direction for internationally acclaimed illustrator lydia monks

The Princess and the Wizard

2019-04-04

princess eliza must find a way to outwit the wicked wizard and escape from him in time for her birthday tea in this magical rhyming story now in a classic board book format with a fresh cover design the princess may try seven times to escape by changing her colour and changing her shape but each time princess eliza changes into a blue fish a yellow chick a red fox or a black cat the wicked wizard finds her and sets her another horrible task will this plucky princess be able to outwit him and escape back to the palace in time to cut her birthday cake the princess and the wizard is a
magical adventure from the stellar picture book partnership of julia donaldson and lydia monks creators of what the ladybird heard with brilliant rhyming verse bright and distinctive illustrations and a gorgeously glittery cover this story is perfect for reading together

**The Rhyming Rabbit 10th Anniversary Edition**

2021-02-04

this shiny special 10th birthday edition of the bestselling the rhyming rabbit by julia donaldson and lydia monks features the original story plus exciting never before seen bonus material

**The Singing Mermaid**

2019-04-04

join the singing mermaid in a circus adventure as she attempts to escape back to her seaside home in this lyrical story now in a classic board book format with a fresh cover design tempted by the promise of fame and fortune the singing mermaid joins a circus the crowds love her but the poor
mermaid is kept in a tank by the wicked circus owner sam sly and she soon longs to return to the freedom of her ocean home the singing mermaid is a delightful tale from the stellar picture book partnership of julia donaldson and lydia monks creators of what the ladybird heard with brilliant rhyming verse bright and distinctive illustrations and a gorgeously glittery cover this story is loved by children and parents alike

What the Ladybird Heard

2022-04-12

one clever ladybird two bungling burglars and a whole farmyard of fun the first story in the brilliantly funny what the ladybird heard series

What the Ladybird Heard Sticker Activity Book

2013-02-01

what the ladybird heard sticker activity book is a must have sticker activity book for fans of the
bestselling blockbusting picture book by julia donaldson and lydia monks packed with colouring in join the dots word puzzles and reusable stickers this great value pocket money book is perfect for either rainy days or school holiday entertainment

Sharing a Shell

2019-04-04

a humorous seaside story about an unusual friendship told in rhythmic verse now in a classic board book format with a fresh cover design when crab finds a new shell he doesn t want to share it with anyone especially not a blobby purple anemone and a tickly bristleworm but life in the rock pool proves tougher than crab thinks and he soon finds he needs his new housemates sharing a shell is a charming underwater tale of friendship and fun from the stellar picture book partnership of julia donaldson and lydia monks creators of what the ladybird heard with brilliant rhythmic verse bright and distinctive illustrations and a gorgeously glittery cover this is a firm favourite with children and parents alike

The Princess and the Wizard Sticker Book
packed with sticker scenes puzzles games and over 400 stickers sugarlump and the unicorn sticker book is ideal for unicorn lovers and perfect for birthdays rainy days and school holidays a great gift for any child based on the bestselling picture book by the unstoppable creative team of julia donaldson and lydia monks who also created the modern classic what the ladybird heard series join a beautiful unicorn with a silver horn and sparkling blue eyes as she grants a rocking horse s wish and turns him into a real horse but after trotting around the farm galloping around a racetrack and even dancing at the circus sugarlump the rocking horse learns to be careful what he wishes for luckily the unicorn has one more wish to grant

Sugarlump and the Unicorn Sticker Book

follow the adventures of sugarlump the rocking horse and a magical unicorn in this delightful rhyming story from the stellar picture book partnership of julia donaldson and lydia monks creators of what the ladybird heard when sugarlump the rocking horse longs to see the world a magical unicorn with a silver horn and sparkling blue eyes grants his wish and turns him into a real horse but
after trotting around the farm galloping around a racetrack and even dancing at the circus sugarlump learns to be careful what he wishes for luckily the unicorn has one more wish to grant with brilliant rhyming verse bright and distinctive illustrations and glitter on every page sugarlump and the unicorn is a perfect story for reading together this paperback and cd edition features a fabulous reading of the story by joanna page enjoy all the stories from julia donaldson and lydia monks sharing a shell the princess and the wizard the rhyming rabbit the singing mermaid sugarlump and the unicorn princess mirror belle and the dragon pox what the ladybird heard what the ladybird heard next and what the ladybird heard on holiday

Sugarlump and the Unicorn

2018-07-10

packed full of sticker scenes puzzles games and over 400 stickers the singing mermaid sticker book is ideal for mermaid fans and perfect for birthdays rainy days and school holidays a great gift for any child based on the bestselling picture book by the unstoppable creative team of julia donaldson and lydia monks who also created the modern classic what the ladybird heard series join the singing mermaid as she tries to escape from the circus and return to the freedom of her ocean home the crowds love her voice but the poor mermaid is kept in a tank by the wicked circus owner sam sly the mermaid will need the help of all her circus friends to get back home to the sea
The Singing Mermaid Sticker Book

2019-07-25

when sugarlump the rocking horse wishes to see the world a magical unicorn with a silver horn and sparkling blue eyes turns him into a real horse but after trotting around the farm galloping around a racetrack and even dancing at the circus sugarlump learns to be careful what he wishes for and realises how much he misses the children he left behind luckily the unicorn has one more wish to grant

Sugarlump and the Unicorn

2018-03-22

the ladybird and her farm animal friends have a clever crime busting plan in this fantastic farmyard story the second in the what the ladybird heard series
What the Ladybird Heard Next

2022-04-12

the bestselling picture book what the ladybird heard by julia donaldson and lydia monks has been adapted into a special story play for world book day 2021 so you can join in the fun hefty hugh and lanky len are two crafty robbers with a cunning plan to steal the farmer s fine prize cow but little do they know that the tiniest quietest creature of all has overheard their plot and she has a plan of her own the first book in the brilliantly funny what the ladybird heard series has been adapted by author julia donaldson into a fun and easy to read story play with bright and distinctive illustrations by lydia monks with a page of hints and tips for how to perform the story the what the ladybird heard story play is perfect for reading aloud sharing with friends and family acting out and even putting on your very own play

The What the Ladybird Heard Play: World Book Day 2021

2021-02-25

out of jail and up to no good hefty hugh and lanky len are robbers on a mission they ve been
stealing eggs from the fat red hen and now they have their eyes set on the real prize the fat red hen herself they think their plan is foolproof but they haven t counted on one very tiny very quiet thing the ladybug has outsmarted these bandits once and she s ready to do it again this latest book from the unbeatable team of julia donaldson and lydia monks is filled with twists turns and plenty of laughs

*What the Ladybug Heard Next*

2018-06-12

magically mischievous mirror belle is back and ready to sweep ellen off on more exciting escapades in this hilarious book

*Princess Mirror-Belle and the Flying Horse*

2022-10-27

join the tiny crime busting ladybird and all your favourite farmyard characters in this fun sticker book
What the Ladybird Heard Next: Sticker Activity Book

2018-05-03

princess mirror belle and the dragon pox is a magical story from the stellar picture book partnership of julia donaldson and lydia monks creators of what the ladybird heard a fun story about an unexpected friendship paired with bright and distinctive illustrations and glitter on every page this
story is perfect for reading together imagine ellen's surprise when princess mirror belle climbs out of the bathroom mirror she comes from a world where bubble fish swim in the bath elves sleep in slippers and brave knights fight fire breathing dragons and while ellen has chicken pox mirror belle has dragon pox but she knows just the cure this paperback and cd edition features a lively reading of the story by sophie thompson enjoy all the stories from julia donaldson and lydia monks sharing a shell the princess and the wizard the rhyming rabbit the singing mermaid sugarlump and the unicorn what the ladybird heard what the ladybird heard next and what the ladybird heard on holiday

**Princess Mirror-Belle and the Dragon Pox**

2018-07-10

with a cast of everyone's favourite farm animals what the ladybird heard is a brilliant rhyming adventure from the stellar picture book partnership of julia donaldson and lydia monks includes an audio cd of the story read by alexander armstrong hefty hugh and lanky len are two crafty robbers with a cunning plan to steal the farmer's fine prize cow but little do they know that the tiniest quietest creature of all has overhead their plot and she has a plan of her own with brilliant rhyming verse from julia donaldson author of the gruffalo and bright distinctive illustrations from award winning illustrator lydia monks this much loved modern classic is perfect for reading aloud this paperback and cd edition includes an audio cd of the story for lots of readalong fun enjoy more adventures with
the clever little ladybird in what the ladybird heard next what the ladybird heard on holiday and what the ladybird heard at the seaside

What the Ladybird Heard

2021

ladybug is ready for a vacation when she flies into the city the last thing she expects is to run into those no good robbers hefty hugh and lanky len this time the dastardly duo have their sights set on monkey joe resident of the local zoo with his help they hope to break into the queen s palace it will take all the animals including the queen s famous corgis to put an end to this royal mischief julia donaldson and lydia monks have done it again in this latest laugh out loud romp

What the Ladybug Heard at the Zoo

2019-05-21

turn the bestselling picture book what the ladybird heard next into a play and bring the farmyard to
life the little ladybird is back and now the bestselling picture book what the ladybird heard next has been adapted by author julia donaldson into a fun and accessible script that children will love performing at school or at home designed with rehearsals and performance in mind with a clear layout and colour coding for each character the what the ladybird heard next play is perfect for introducing young children to playacting the book also contains a hints and tips section including helpful advice on staging the play and ideas for props there are also ideas for themed activities such as baking ladybird biscuits for your audience or making a swarm of finger puppet bees with lydia monks bright and distinctive illustrations and julia donaldson s hilarious rhyming script this wonderful dramatic way to share the classic story is sure to delight teachers parents and children everywhere

The What the Ladybird Heard Next Play

2017-08-10

from julia donaldson the bestselling author of the gruffalo comes princess mirror belle and the flying horse the exciting adventures of a princess with a difference full of black and white illustrations by lydia monks princess mirror belle and the flying horse is perfect for fans of this bestselling picture book team who are beginning to read on their own ellen gets a big shock when her double appears out of the bathroom mirror but mirror belle is a double with a difference she is a princess and a very mischievous one at that join magically mischievous mirror belle as she comes popping out of ellen s
mirror to sweep her into a variety of hilarious escapades from exploring a hospital after ellen falls off her bike to chasing after mirror belle’s magic ball you can always guarantee that wherever mirror belle goes trouble will follow beautifully illustrated by lydia monks princess mirror belle and the flying horse is perfect for more confident readers

Princess Mirror-Belle and the Flying Horse

2015-12-31

from julia donaldson the bestselling author of the gruffalo comes princess mirror belle and prince precious paws the exciting adventures of a princess with a difference full of black and white illustrations by lydia monks princess mirror belle and prince precious paws is perfect for fans of this bestselling picture book team who are beginning to read on their own ellen gets a big shock when her double appears out of the bathroom mirror but mirror belle is a double with a difference she is a princess and a very mischievous one at that join magically mischievous mirror belle as she comes popping out of ellen’s mirror to sweep her into a variety of hilarious escapades from causing mischief with their furry friends to having fun at halloween and taking the princess test you can always guarantee that wherever mirror belle goes trouble will follow
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